YIZKOR SERVICE

Remembering Our Departed Loved Ones

Yizkor is recited four times a year.

YOM KIPPUR – OCT. 9, 2019
SHEMINI ATZERET – OCT. 21, 2019
PASSEOVER – APRIL 16, 2020
SHAVUOT – MAY 30, 2020
“The memory of the righteous shall be a blessing.”
At this memorial hour
we recall our past president, congregants, and
loved ones of our congregational family
who passed away in 5779.

**Past President**  
Roslyn Staras

**Our Congregants**  
Bernard Caras  Jack Marrero  Helen Schlaffer  
Frank Dottore  Ruth Mendelson  Matty Shavel  
Joseph Dresner  Theodore Rabb  Michael Snyder  
Mildred B. Gershen  Annie Rost  Fred Spar  
Steven Klein  Gary Rothberg

**Loved Ones of Our Congregational Family**  
Estelle K. Bach  Mortimer Hartman  Leslie Punia Schwebel  
Solomon Batnitzky  Elinor Kraut  Halina Shegoski  
Carol Yarin Belmer  Phillip Linder  Zehava Shenfeld  
Arthur Berg  Harry Mendelsohn  Selene Wolf Sheriff  
Jerry Daniel  Irene Polakoff  Ellen Anne Sonnenfeldt  
Sonia Klimoff Dishler  Fred Pollack  Esther Leopold Starer  
Leo Eaker  Judy Sarett  Eric Straus  
Ira Fink  Jackie Schnitzer  Robert Swallow  
Jack E. Gitterman  Dr. Joseph Meir Schwarz  Anna Winterman Szanto  
Susan Bergman Hackett  Roger Schwartz  Paul Weiner

Eternal God, Source of all mercy, give us the gift of remembering. May our memories of the departed be both tender and true, undiminished by time, not falsified by sentimentality. Let us recall them and love them as they were. Give us the gift of tears. Let us express our sense of loss, our sorrow, and our pain, as well as our gratitude and love. Give us the gift of prayer. May You comfort us with an open heart and trusting faith. Give us the gift of hope. May we always believe in the beauty of life, the power of goodness, the right to joy. May we surrender our being, and the souls of the departed, to Your eternal compassion.
“The memory of the righteous shall be a blessing.”
At this memorial hour
we recall our past presidents and founding members
who passed away.

PAST PRESIDENTS
Seymour Bogdonoff  Herbert M. Gurk
Reuben Cohen  Bernard Hershenov
Jess Epstein  Leonard Hymerling
Joseph Fath  Ernest Lynton
Richard B. Fishbane  William Miller
Alvin E. Gershen  Dexter Neadle
Maurice Glicksman  Murray Reich
George Goldsmith  Roslyn Staras
Irwin Gordon

FOUNDING MEMBERS
Louis and Minnie Abrams  Ernest and Adele Kaufman
Henry and Susan Abrams  Otto and Ruth Kaufman
William and Esther Abrams  William and Ruth Kleinberg
Murray and Ruth Bailey  Jerome and Phyllis Kurshan
Harry and Cecilia Ballot  Rabbi Irving and Sarah Levey
Marver and Sheva Bernstein  William and Bernice Miller
Seymour Bogdonoff  Benjamin and Violet Miller
Alice Braverman  Julius and Laura Peskin
Sarah Braverman  Avner and Marion Robinson
David and Helen Brener  Aaron and Libby Salkin
Joseph and Stella Caplan  Louis Schleifer
Jess and Marion Epstein  Rubin and Blanche Schwartzstein
Gussie Felsher  Esther Schwartzstein
Meyer and Helen Goldstein  Percy and Bess Siskowitz
Milton and Marjorie Horowitz  Arthur and Dorothy Tobolsky
Leonard and Madeline Hymerling  Paul and Eunice Urken
Abraham and Rosalind Kahane  Nathan and Fanny Wolman
Nathan and Anita Kasrel
THESE WE REMEMBER

Barry Ableman & Linda Rosenberg
Lester Ableman
Shirley Ableman

Jeffrey & Kathleen Abrams
Iris Abrams
Murry Abrams

Bruce & Joyce Afran
Harold Afran

Adele Agin
*Norman Agin
Mildred Finerman
Harry Finerman

Jeffrey Albert & Marian Bass
Goldie Bass
Motel Bass
Richard Albert

Jane & Robert Altman
Nathan Rotman
Renee Rotman
Julian Altman
Katharine Altman

Fran & Assaf Amir
Sylvia Sandler
Louis Sandler
Michal Amir
Yosef Amir

Carolyn Angoff
*William H. Angoff
*Eleanor Angoff
Mary Sachar Wolk
Simon Wolk

Avi Argaman
Meir Argaman

Ellen S. Avins
*Jack Avins
Sarah Sharfstein
Hyman Sharfstein
Laurence Sharfstein
Fannie Avins
Louis Avins
Betty Sharfstein Gorelick
Herbert Gorelick
Helen Hobel Sharfstein
Calmin Sharfstein
Florence Cohen Sharfstein
Elaine Sharfstein

Neta Bahcall
*Prof. John N. Bahcall

Cathy & Brad Bailey
James H. Quartner

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
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Steve & Shelley Barnett
Alexander Barnett
Celia Barnett
Leon Hirsch
Blanche Hirsch
Warren Hirsch
Allegra Pigott

Olga Barsky
Baruch Israel
Vladeslaw Barsky

Meryl Baurmash
*Daniel J. Wagner
Harold & Lila Baurmash
Edith Finkelstein

The Behar Family
Max Galen
Josephine Galen
Nessim Behar
Rachel Behar
Nessim Maimon
Ellen Maitin Behar

Carrie & Michael Bernstein
Warren Weinstein

Ruth & Bill Besser
Karen S. Besser

Todd & Stacey Bialow
Susan Kirshner

Jen & Jeremy Black
Rosalyn Black

Stephanie & Leslie Blau
Aurelia Blau
Eugen Blau
Maria Eisner
Miklos Eisner

Bleyman & Ginovker Family
Igor Bleyman
Georgiy Ginovker
Rita Alperovich
Sarah Hasdan-Bleyman
Dina Gaukhman
Mera Ginovker
Israel Ginovker
Boris Alperovich

Michael, Beatrice Bloom & Family
Alfred Bloom

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
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Harold Borkan
*Jean Borkan
Dora Borkan
Fred Philip Borkan
Betty Borkan Chait

Ellen & Stewart Borrow & Family
Rita Fishman

Daniel Brent & Sally Steinberg-Brent
Norma Brent
Alfred H. Brent
Howard L. Steinberg
Lyliaan E. Alsofrom
Joseph Alsofrom
Scharry Ruth Silberstein
Jacalyn Susan Silberstein
Miriam Silberstein
Don J. Silberstein
Samuel Henry Estrin
Ann Alsofrom

Randall & Deborah Brett
Betty Lieber
Boruch Lieber
Muriel Brett
Herbert Brett

Lori & Max Bricks & Adria Bloom
*H. Maxwell Bricks
*Lillian Bricks
Susan Saitz
Shana Maidel Bricks
Roslyn Bloom

Daniel & Elissa Brito
Mark Zaidel
Joan Zaidel

Thomas & Claire Calandra
Leo Lukowsky
Rose Lukowsky

Philip & JoAnn Carchman
Abraham H. Carchman
Dorothy P. Carchman
Eddie Carmel
Aaron Pines
Harold V. Gardenswartz

Linda & Ira Cheifetz & Family
*Stacy Cheifetz Marino
Adele Cheifetz
Bernard Cheifetz
Leslie Cheifetz
Rosalind Spielsinger
David Spielsinger

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
Do not stand at my grave and weep.  
I am not there. I do not sleep.  
I am a thousand winds that blow.  
I am the diamond glints on snow.  
I am the sunlight on ripened grain.  
I am the gentle autumn rain.  
When you awaken in the morning’s hush  
I am the swift uplifting rush  
Of quiet birds in circled flight.  
I am the soft stars that shine at night.  
Do not stand at my grave and cry;  
I am not there. I did not die.  

1932 by Mary Elizabeth Frye
THESE WE REMEMBER

Gary & Nita Chesler
Sidney Blair
Ann Blair
Philip Chesler
Alan Levy
Ethel Levy

Marc & Marcie Citron
Harry Ruttenberg
Sylvia Ruttenberg
Max Citron
Ann Citron

Peter Constantin
*Susan Constantin

Lew & Lynn Coopersmith
Ann Blair
Sidney Blair
Gertrude Coopersmith
Hyman Coopersmith

Mike Cruickshank
Walter Cruickshank

Barbara Curran
Morris Lebowitz
*Ann Lebowitz
Martin H. Perle
Eugene D. Perle
*Lowell F. Curran Jr.

Fred & Vivian Daniel
Carl Daniel
Tekla Daniel
Jerry Daniel
Julius Lowenstein

Judy Diamond
*Rabbi James S. Diamond

Marc, Sharon, Eric, & Jason Diamondstein
L. Myron Diamondstein

Danna Drori & Ben Strauss
Irene Drori

The Duberstein Family
Herman Duberstein
Rose Schneider
Yankele Schneider
Rena Talbot
Ross Talbot

Fred Edelman
Linda Edelman
Marion Edelman
Sam Edelman
Tillie Gunther
Albert Gunther

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
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Frances Zeitler Edelman
Ruth Turim
Arthur Turim
Irwin Turim
*Johanna Friedman

Suzanne Esterman
Michael Esterman

Michael & Susan Falcon
Faye Wallstein
Sydney Wallstein
Sara Schneider
Sam Schneider
Mickey Bamberger

Ruth Fath
*Joseph Fath
Nettie Schreiber
Morris Schreiber
Ludwig Fath
Edith Fath

Art & Harriet Fein
Jacob Fein
Sophie Fein
Samuel Siegel
Huddy Siegel

Michael & Lori Feldstein
*Nathan Feldstein
*Ruth Feldstein
Carole Katz
Joseph Katz
*Richard Fishbane
*Lonny Kaplan
*Merrye Shavel-Hudis

Stephen & Barbara Felton
Eva Wasserman
Victor Feldstein
Stasia Feldstein
Louis Slutsky
Sophie Slutsky

Joanne Reiffe Fishbane
*Richard B. Fishbane
Stella Reiffe
Philip Reiffe
Fran Fishbane
Jordan Fishbane

Edward Flax & Deirdra Silver
William Silver
Frieda R. Silver
Jack A. Silver
Esther Delman
Murray Delman
Uriel Flax
Ruth G. Flax
Rene Baron Hennesey
Ellen Saltzberg

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
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Bernie & Judi Fleitman
Israel H. Steinberg
Anne Steinberg
Harry Fleitman
Martha Fleitman

Spencer & Louise Forman
Kalman Forman
Bernice Forman
David Kleiner
Rita Steig Kleiner

Bobbi & Barry Freedman & Family
*Gerald H. Freedman
Estelle and Irving Bach

Eliot & Marsha Freeman
Robert Freeman
Gertrude Freeman
Sol Kessler
Ethel Kessler
Samuel Kessler
Sadie Dovberg
Mollie Stermer
*Ruth Feldstein
*Merrye Shavel-Hudis
Barbara Schwartz

Gary & Susan Friedman
Manny (Emanuel) Lev Friedman
Albert Rich
Pearl Rich
Wilbur Friedman

Martha Friedman & Harold Heft
Cecile Friedman
Arrel Friedman
Robin Weinstein
*Ira Weinstein
Rita Weinstein
Murray Weinstein
Herb Heft
Shirley Heft

Seymour & Dorothy Friedman
Benjamin Uslip
Sarah Uslip
Max Friedman
Ida Friedman

Sheldon Friedman
Judy Friedman

David & Donna Gabai
Evelyn & Sam Gabai
Evelyn & Hy Gabai
Evelyn & Jules Strauss

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
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Lew & Barbara Gantwerk & Isaac Mayer
Samuel Gantwerk
Belle Gantwerk
Sarah Meyers
Hyman Meyers
Joseph Mayer
Renee Mayer

David & Andrea Gaynor
Ruth Lamb
George Lamb
Lillian Goldfarb Gaynor
Adrian J. Gaynor

Bernice Gelzer
*Arnold Gelzer

Jonathan & Ilene Gershen
*Mildred B. Gershen
*Alvin E. Gershen
Frances P. Blaine
Arthur M. Blaine
Jennie Gershen
Hyman Gershen
Riviera Parish
Arthur Parish
Dora Luchtan
Chaim Luchtan
Chaim Dubowska

Benjamin & Debbi Gitterman
Marilyn Gitterman
Jack Gitterman

Stephanie Gittleman
*Bob Gittleman
David Gittleman
Minnie Faktor Gittleman
Miriam Flaster Leibman
Samuel Liegman
Janet Klane
Joel Klane
George Gittleman
Rose Faktor

Wilma Solomon & David Goldberg
Edward M. Solomon
Bess Saslaw Solomon
Dorothy Eckman Solomon
Abe Solomon
Ida F. Solomon
Zena Flaster
Irwin "Dady" Goldberg

Ken & Ellen Goldblatt
Alvin Goldblatt
Ann Goldblatt
Freda Lieblein
George Lieblein
Edward Lieblein
Ben Lieblein
Ray Sorrell
Frieda Kahn

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
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Robert Goldenberg & Nina Wacholder
Bernard Goldenberg
Irene Goldenberg
Ben Zion Wacholder
Touby Wacholder
Sholom Wacholder

Samuel & Irene Goldfarb
Max Goldfarb
Fannie Sams Goldfarb
Fred Aaron Goldfarb
Ruth Joan Goldfarb
Jean Goldfarb Sherres Kahn
Philip Dale
*Lucie Mintz Dale
Martin Albert Dale

Ken & Michelle Goldman
Stanley Goldman
Michael Lesnick, Jr.
Michael Lesnick, Sr.
Irwin Levine
Sandra Pikoff
Harvey Pikoff
Lillian Vanderbrook

Lewis Goldshore
Morris Goldshore
Lea Goldshore
PVT. Louis Goldshore
Coppel Goldshore
Pia Goldshore

Dr. Joan Goldstein
Ethel Goldstein
Harry Goldstein
Dr. Michael J. Goldstein

Jerry & Vera Goodkin
Nathan Goodkin
Augusta Goodkin
Emil Herman, M.D.
Margaret Herman
Bela Burger, M.D.
Bella Burger
Baba Burger
Anna Burger, M.D.
Janos Burger, Ph.D.
Vera BacskaI, Ph.D.
William Burger
Sara Burger

Joan & Larry Goodman
Jennifer Goodman
Selma Miller
Albert Miller
Marion Goodman
Harold Goodman

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
Don’t grieve for me, for now I’m free
I’m following the path God laid for me.
I took God’s hand when I heard the call;
I turned my back, and left it all.
I could not stay another day
To laugh, to love, to work or play.
Tasks left undone must stay that way.
I found that place at the close of day.
If my parting has left a void,
Then fill it with remembered joy.
A friendship shared, a laugh, a kiss,
Ah yes, these things I too will miss.
Be not burdened with times of sorrow,
I wish you the sunshine of tomorrow.
My life’s been full. I savored much -
Good friends, good times, a loved one’s touch.
Perhaps my time seemed all too brief;
Don’t lengthen it now with undue grief.
Lift up your heart and share with me
It’s my time; I’ve been set free.

Author unknown
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Alvin & Felice Gordon
Mark Gordon
Bernard Gordon
Mary Gordon
Robert Dosik
Beatrice Dosik
Paul Dosik

Gil & Ellen Gordon
Sylvia Gordon
Moe Gordon
Evelyn Gordon
Bernard Steinberg

Sasha & Malvina Greenfield
Rakhil Volodarskaya
Alec Grinfeld
Roman Liberzon

Linda Greenstein & Evan Greenstein
*Michael Greenstein
Albert Kanter
Doris Kanter
Leo Greenstein
Sylvia Greenstein
Judith Greenstein Grabel
Aaron Greenstein

Jeff & Debbie Gross
Louis Fisher
Irwin Gross
Kurt Gerstmann

Jonathan & Susan Gross
*Jacob Kodner
Sylvia Kodner
Henrietta Light-Gross
Barbara Wood

Lenny & Evy Grossman
*Amy Marlene Grossman
Ernst Joseph
Richard Grossman
Pearl Grossman
Samuel Grossman

Maxine Gurk
*Herbert M. Gurk
Jean Gurk Bricklin
Benjamin Sol Gurk
Helen Auerbach
Bernard A. Auerbach

Diane Guvenis
Shirlene B Girer
Eugene I. Girer
Susan Girer McQuiggan
Carolyn Gottfried-Kahn
Gary Stewart
Linda Ruben

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
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William Hartman & Ellen Hirsh
    Charles Henry Hirsh
    Karen Hirsh Steitz

Harriet Heilweil
    *Israel Joel Heilweil

Joel Heymsfeld
    *Susan Heymsfeld
    Eleanor Marvin
    Ralph T. Heymsfeld
    Marjorie Cornacchio
    William T. Goldsmith

Marlene & Zola Horovitz
    Albert Davis
    Betty Davis
    Reuben Horovitz
    Jean Horovitz
    Marvin Davis
    Richard Davis
    Janice Horovitz Printz

Herb & Carol Horowitz
    Louis A. Horowitz
    Helen D. Horowitz
    Phillip Schiff
    Ruth M. Schiff
    Jeanne Talpers
    Wynne Wu
    Rachel Jacobs

Steve & Randy Hubert
    Selmar Hubert
    Esther Karafin
    Harold Karafin
    Lillian Briskin
    Isadore Briskin

Steve, Loel, Suzanne, Ronen, Dean
    Hudis, & Shoshannah Levitt
    *Merrye Shavel-Hudis
    Ann Hudis
    Morris Hudis
    *Gloria Shavel
    *Ruth Feldstein
    Dan Levine
    Ira Fink
    *Matty Shavel

Hanan & Helaine Isaacs
    George Isaacs
    Fred Sheinberg
    Shirley Sheinberg

Lisa & Bret Jacknow
    Barry Jacknow

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
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Henry James
*Denise James
Moise James
Andre James
Robert James
Ronald James
Marc Cohen
Rosina Cohen

Kenneth & Christine Kaufman
Jerome Kaufman
Rebecca Goldberg Kaufman
Kenwood A. Hanson
Doris R. Hanson
Richard K. Hanson

Nina & Lorne Keller
Jerry Keller

Sara & Steven Just
Jeanette Schuback
Emanuel Schuback
Diana Schuback
Rae Just
Leo Just
Ruth Singer
Jessie Eisenstat

Philip & Melinda Kirstein
Max Erdreich
Hattie Erdreich
Philip Kirstein
Fannie R. Kirstein
Paul H. Kirstein
Marie E. Kirstein

Steven & Florence Kahn
Lester H. Baumann
Laurette Baumann Schechtman
Ann Schurman
Martin Schurman

Richard Koffman

Joseph & Lorraine Koffman
Richard Koffman

David & Edye Kamenir
Gilbert R. Kamenir
Gary W. Poecker

Anna Rosa & Joseph Kohn
Emma & Otto Kohn
Alberto Di Capua
Costanza Di Capua
Alejandro Di Capua
Sabatino Di Capua
Elvira Di Capua
Marco Di Capua
Alice Di Capua

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
I never think of myself as waiting for you,
but then when the holiday has come and gone
when I'm packing up the Pesah dishes, or taking
down the sukkah
I feel hopeless and alone.
Inconsolable
Then I realize
I’ve left a small corner
somewhere deep inside myself
unpainted.

And in that small corner
I’m still a child,
a little girl,
waiting.

And I had hoped
without knowing it
that this chag
you’d come.

My tears fall on the Pesah dishes
and I wonder
why you’ve left me here
alone.

Merle Feld
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Seva Jaffe Kramer & Peter Kramer
Rubin Kramer
Miriam Kramer
Byrnece Jaffe
Myron Jaffe
Joseph Jaffe
Mary Jaffe
Joseph Kaufman
Rena Kaufman
Cindy Kramer Silverman
Benjamin Pincus Marcus

Corey & Mindy Langer &
Richard Slavin
Leon Langer
Rita Langer
Mary Lerman Frank
Aaron Frank
Sam Lippman
Fay Lippman
Lillian Kuhlman Slavin
Jack Slavin
*June Slavin
Diane Calzaretta

Mildred Borkan Kranzler
*Myles M. Kranzler
Dora Borkan
Fred Philip Borkan

Brad, Barbara, & Zach Lawrence
Melvin Lawrence
Elinore Lawrence
Harry Nitzberg
Paul Barilli
Sally Barilli
Silvia Lande

Ellen & Jay Kuris
Henrietta Kuris
Arthur Kuris
William Wolarsky
Anne Wolarsky

Arthur Jon Lehrhaupt
Pearl Lehrhaupt
Solomon Lehrhaupt
Mildred Lehrhaupt
Celia Friedman
Morris Friedman
Fanny Lehrhaupt
David Lehrhaupt
Abraham Friedman

Michael & Mimi Landau
Lawrence A. Golden
Freda S. Golden
David Landau
Evelyn C. Landau

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
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Jeanne & Sher Leiman
Louis Berger
Margaret Berger
Harry Jacob Leiman
Sylvia Leiman
Rabbi Raymond Leiman
Naomi Luzon

Michael & Judy Leopold
Herbert Leopold
Daniel Weisberger
Esther Leopold Starer

Babette Levin
Theodore Herzl Levin
Frieda Levin
Meyer J. Levin
Martin Kamerow

Joan Levin & Family
*Mark Levin
Esther Siegel
Murray Siegel

Bob & Judy Levine
Max Levine
Anna Levine
Bernard Brill

Sue & Morty Levine
*Richard J. Levine
Goldie Levine
Louis H. Levine
Phoebe Karpel
Herman Karpel
Hilda Stern
Rony Stern
Freddy Benamy

Richard Levine & Kathy Ales
Herbert Levine
Paul J. Levine
*Edith Ales
*Milton Ales
Susan Ellson

Nancy & Neil Lewis
Ann Elkin Strauss
Israel J. Strauss
Sidney Lewis
Evelyn Goldstein Lewis
*Ruth Mendelson

David & Marci Lieberman
Milton M. Lieberman
Jeannette F. Lieberman
Laëita Israelite
Norman M. Israelite
Lester H. Lieberman
Joshua L. Weinstein

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
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Martha, Phyllis, & Judith Liebman
*Arnold B. Liebman
Phillip H. Greenberg
Adele Spivack Greenberg

Barbara & Irwin Litt
Berta Rubin Kravitz
Alexander Kravitz
Robert S. Kravitz, Esq.
Sophia Litt
Aaron Litt
Eli Litt

Moshe & Judith Margolin
Kenneth G. Kollman
Thelma R. Kollman
Howard Margolin
Edna Staskin
Eugene Staskin

Deborah Marinsky & Frank DiGiacomo
Jacob Akiba Marinsky
Ruth Slick Marinsky
Mary O'Brien DiGiacomo

Constance Marks
*Morris Marks
Tillie Marks
Nathan Marks
Morris Seidler
Rose Seidler
Edwin Seidler
Shirley Seidler

Marilyn Marks Tal
*Morris Marks

Sheila Marrero
*Jacinto (Jack) Marrero
Herman Lichtman
Franya Lichtman
Jacinto Marrero
Juana Marrero

Joyce Maso
*Henry F. Maso

Amy Becker-Mattes, Jeffrey Mattes & Family
Margaret Krausz Becker
Arthur Becker
Max Wolf Mattes
Lillian Rebecca Mattes

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
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Larry & Madlen Mayer
Adolf Mayer
Edna Mayer
Judith Lynn Mayer
Jody Barlerin
Abraham Jakobi
Dina Jakobi

Bob Miller
*Judith Miller
Meyer Miller
Henrietta Miller
Nathan Abramowitz
Ida Abramowitz

Harriet Kass & Alan Medvin
David Kass
Elaine Kass
*Leona Medvin Farber
*Murray Medvin

Andy & Carol Milstein
Henrietta Haas Milstein
Ruth G. Mandel
Lenard Mandel
Joyce Pravda
Myra Mandel

Linda & Arthur Meisel
*Aaron Familant
*Rosalind Familant
Sidney Meisel
Rosalind Meisel Langer
Donald Meisel

Josh & Linda Milstein
Mildred Teicher
Harvey Teicher
Gwendolyn Milstein
David Milstein
Ruth Wolf
Dora Teicher
Max Teicher
Louis Samuels
Etty Milstein
Freidl Koplowitz

Jacqueline Meisel
*Seymour (Cy) Meisel

Arlene Miller
*Arthur Miller

Tirza Wahrman & Warren Mitlak
Arthur Mitlak
Henry Wahrman
Wolf Wahrman
Dan Wax
Vincent Prada

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
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Samuel & Debra Morgenstern
Bernard Morgenstern
Jeanette Morgenstern
Marilyn Goldman
Ben Goldman
Karen Heick

Peter & Georgie Moss
*Dr. Kenneth S. Gould
Mr. Charles Baber
Jason Moss

Cynthia & Fred Neufeld
Sidney T. Jacobs
Anna Fait Jacobs
Minerva Melnick Neufeld
Louis Neufeld
Gertrude Jacobs Goldstein
Barton Goldstein
Robert M. Diamond
David Weis

Leah Namenson-Neufeld & Shawn Neufeld
Moses Dov Namenson
Madeline K. Namenson
Arthur Namenson
Ardith E. Namenson

Jerry Neumann & Naomi Richman Neumann
Avriam S. Richman
Morris Richman
Leonard J. Neumann

Shai Noiman & Edna Bryn-Noiman
Suzi Brin
Ben Brin
Miriam Noiman
Efraim Noiman
Stela Avram

Mara Olmstead
Dean Olmstead

Arlene & Henry Opatut
Eleanor Jacobs
Murray Jacobs
*Jessica Allyn Opatut
Mary Opatut
Ben Opatut

Simon & Melissa Pankove
Evsey Pantchechnikoff
Miriam Pantchechnikoff
*Rebecca Wasserman
Morris Wasserman
*Jacques Pankove
*Ethel Pankove
*Ruth Rabstein Pelletieri

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
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Howard & Sofia Parish
Chaim Dubowska
Chaim Luchtan
Dora Luchtan
Arthur Parish
Riviera Parish

Fredi L. Pearlmutter
Paul D. Cohen
Paul Pearlmutter
Rose Pearlmutter

Robin & Jeff Persky
Dr. Lloyd Nimaroff
Rose Nimaroff
David Persky
Evelyn Persky

Bob & Mary Pickens
Annette Pickens Malvin
Joseph H. Pickens
Elliot Pickens

Karen & Don Polakoff & Family
Robert Klein
Florence Klein Jacobs
Harold Jacobs
Harold Polakoff
Irene Polakoff

David & Alison Politziner
Ethel Watkin Politziner
Seymour Politziner
Norman Reitman
Syril Strauss Reitman

Lawrence & Nedda Pollack
Melvin Miller
Bernice C. Miller
Marcel Polack
Pauline K. Polack
Geraldine Polack Waldorf

Carol & Mark Pollard
Miriam Wagner Pollard
Robert Pollard
Sanford Silman
Toni Silman
Michael Silman
Minna Wagner
Robert Silman

Allen & Rhona Porter
Fred Porter
Tillie Porter
Paul Wang
Edna Wang
Stanley Wang

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
I often feel that death is not the enemy of life, but its friend; for it is the knowledge that our years are limited which makes them so precious. It is the truth that time is but lent to us which makes us at our best and helps us look upon our years as a trust handed into our temporary keeping.

We are like children privileged to spend a day in a great park, a park filled with many gardens and playgrounds, azure-tinted lakes with white boats sailing upon the tranquil waves.

True, the day allotted to each of us is not the same in length, in light, in beauty. Some children of earth are privileged to spend a long and sunlit day in the garden of the earth. For others the day is shorter, cloudier, and dusk descends more quickly as in a winter’s tale.

But whether our life is a long summery day or a shorter wintry afternoon, we know that inevitably there are storms and squalls which overcast even the bluest heaven and there are sunlight rays which pierce the darkest autumn sky. The day that we are privileged to spend in the great park of life is not the same for all human beings; but there is enough beauty and joy and gaiety in the hours, if we will but treasure them.

Then for each of us the moment comes when the great nurse, death, takes us by the hand and quietly says, “It is your bedtime, child of earth. Come, you’re tired. Lie down at last in the quiet nursery of nature and sleep. Sleep well. The day is gone. Stars shine in the canopy of eternity.”

Joshua Loth Liebman
**THESE WE REMEMBER**

Summer & Andrew Pramer  
Mildred Herman  
Sidney Herman  
*Rhoda Pramer  

Jonathan & Rebecca Prenner  
Joyce Prenner  

Ellen & George Pristach  
*Shirley Becher  
*Max Becher  
Robert Becher  
Mollie Pristach  
Joseph Pristach  
Claudia Brenner  

Debbie Orel & Craig Provorny  
& Family  
Frimi Orel  
Murray Provorny  
Estelle Provorny  

Sandra I. Rabinowitz  
*Irving N. Rabinowitz  

Michael & Joyce Rappeport  
Rosalie Albin  
Arkady Albin  
Lilly Rappeport  
Moses Rappeport  

Lauren, Ari, Sydney, & Lila Raivetz  
Steven Weiser  

Claire Philipp & Allan Reiman  
Wanda Reiman  
Mark Bernard Reiman  
Rachel Shelly Philipp  

Rogie & Martin Rome  
Shirley Rome  
*Nita Rome  
Alice Rome Shea  
Ida Hoffman  
Henrietta Reichlin  
Jean Stone  
Irwin Stone  

Marilyn & Joe Rosen  
Ruth Rosen  
Hyman Rosen  
Lillian Greene  
Sidney Greene  

Sherry Rosen  
Sara Rosen Kaufman  
Samuel J. Rosen  
Leila Rosen Young  
Rose Rosen Baer  

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
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The Rosenberg Family
Saul Amarell
Lenore Garfinkel
Helen Levinson
Albert Levinson
Sade Kaplan
Jacob Kaplan
Jeanette Rosenberg
David Rosenberg

Rick & Donna Rosenberg
Laurence A. Stone
Helene Yagoda Rand

Dr. Michael L. Rosenthal
*Jacob "Jack" Rosenthal
*Suzanne Dolinko Rosenthal

Lynne Ross
Minnie Ludwig
Samuel Ludwig

Martha & Marty Rossman
Ida Rossman
Louis Rossman
Florence Saul
Charles Saul
Sheila Chefetz

Anne, Phil, Lily, & Julia Rutman
Emanuel Kapitanoff
Liliane Kapitanoff
William Rutman
Faye Rutman

Jan & Lois Safer
Suzanne Safer
Charles Safer
Belle Safer
William Ballen
Mildred Ballen

Jose Sananes & Maria Tolchinsky
Gregory Berezovsky
Jacob Sananes Barchilon
Rosa Sangros Capo

Rona & Jeff Sands
Golde Feinstein
Leo Feinstein
Beverly Feinstein
Eve Feinstein
Roslyn Samskin
Morris Samskin

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
THESE WE REMEMBER

Meyer & Lynn Joy Sapoff
Morris Cohen
Ida Cohen
Nathan Cohen
Arnold H. Kagan
Thelma Layton Camhe
Benjamin Sapoff
Mary Sapoff
Murray Kaye

The Sarett Family
Judy Sarett
Arnold Sarett

Monica Blum, Jeff, Jeremy & Matthew Savlov
David Hans Blum
Lottie Blum
Liese David
Harold Savlov

Robert Schapire & Roberta Sloan
Hans M. Schapire
Lillian "Libby" Schapire
Julie Schapire
Myron Sloan
Susanne Sloan
Howard Sloan

Jay, Ginger, & Miki Schnitzer
Jacqueline Schnitzer

S. Ruth Schulman
*Melvin A. Schulman
*Amy Adina Schulman
Miriam Kaplan Brown
Lou Brown
Rose Schulman
Dave Schulman
Carol Brown Peretz
Eph Peretz

Iris & Steve Schulman
Bertha Gross
Charles Gross
Joel Gross
Frances Savit
Mary Schulman
Israel Schulman
Mona Miller

Alicia, Timothy, Liam, & Nicole Schwarcz
Susana Blum Schwarcz
Joseph Meir Schwarcz

Barbara & Joe Schwartz
Elaine Hope Antebi

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
Togetherness

Death is nothing at all - I have only slipped away into the next room,

   Whatever we were to each other,
       That we are still;

Call me by my old familiar name,

   Speak to me in the easy way which you always used.
Laugh as we always laughed at the little jokes we enjoyed together.

   Play, Smile, Think of me, Pray for me.
Let my name be the household word that it always was,

   Let it be spoken without effort
   - Life means all that it ever meant;
       It is the same as it ever was.
There is absolutely unbroken continuity.

Why should I be out of your mind because I am out of your sight?

I am but waiting for you, for an interval somewhere very near,

   Just around the corner.

All is well, nothing is Past, nothing is Lost;

One brief moment and all will be as it was before -

   Only better;

Infinitely happier and forever

We will all be one… together.

By Henry Scott Holland
THESE WE REMEMBER

Harriett Schwartz
Marshall Hunovice
Dorothy Hunovice
*Howard Schwartz
Martin Schwartz
Stanley Schwartz
Philip Schwartz
Hannah Schwartz

Judy & Marty Schwartz
Jean Schwartz
Harold Schwartz
Roger Schwartz
Eleanore Greene
Irwin Greene
Burton Rosenthal

Robert & Carol Schwartz
Anna Schwartz
Miklos Schwartz
Miriam Tobey
Irving Tobey
Victor Klein
Eva Klein
Martin Neuwirth
Fanny Neuwirth
Lester Neuwirth
Olga Schwarcz
Emanuel Schwartz
Vera Schwartz

The Seinfeld Family
Frank D. Seinfeld
Leatrice Seinfeld
Frank Demitrovic
Ann Demitrovic
John Seinfeld
Freida Seinfeld
Samuel J. Wilt
Bessie Wilt

Harold T. & Vivian B. Shapiro
Max Shapiro
Mary Shapiro Kantor
Alex Rapoport
Yetta Rapoport

Douglas & Marcie Shavel
*Gloria T. Shavel
*Merrye Shavel-Hudis
Arthur Bern
Ira Bayers
Israel Berg
David Smith
Steven Gelobter
*Matty Shavel

Marc & Heidi Shegoski
Lewis Glickstein
Natek Shegoski
Halina Shegoski
Loda Levi

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
THESE WE REMEMBER

Sharon Shylit & Family
  *Ben Shylit
  Pearl Fiegler
  Alexander Fiegler
  Henia Shylit
  Elias Shylit
  Rita Feigeles
  Bruce Feigeles
  Mark Kramer

Jeffrey & Vickie Solomon
  Simon Lackowitz
  Rose Lackowitz
  Randi Beth Siegel
  Dorothy Solomon
  Elayne Solomon
  Sidney Solomon

Winifred Hughes Spar
  *Fredric J. Spar

Robert & Jeremy Spector
  Abraham Harry Temkin
  Frances Spector
  Alexander Spector

Elisa & Cary Spiegel
  Roslyn Levine
  Sheldon Levine
  Victor Spiegel
  Gusta Brown
  Evelyn Feinberg

Leslie Skolnick
  *Steven Klein

Melaine Stein
  Sarah Grubert Hack
  Oscar Grubert
  Harry Grubert
  Charles L. Podell

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
THESE WE REMEMBER

Roberta and Ephraim Sternthal
Benjamin Hinden
Celia Hinden
Bella Sternthal
Irving Sternthal

Hazel Sherwin Stix
*Thomas Howard Stix
May Sherwin
Steve Sherwin
John Stix

The Surrey Family
*Marc Surrey
Frieda Weiss
Frank Weiss
Jane Surrey
David Surrey
Nellya Tkach

Joel, Harlan, Olga, Nicole, Jonathan, Eli, & Max Tenenbaum
*Leah Tenenbaum
Pauline Tenenbaum
Abraham Tenenbaum
Ruth Glass
Irving Glass

Mark & Lisa Tobias
Rose Levenson
Barney Levenson
Frank Devin
Leah Devin
David Devin
Jack Simon
Mildred Simon

Jesse & Marissa Treu
Virginia Fellner
Morris J. Fellner
Ahbe Treu
Charlotte Treu Gross
Sophie Treu
Harry Treu
Emma Ratner
Louis Ratner
Harold Gross

Audrey Tumpowsky
*Ira Tumpowsky
Klieger Family

Mindy & Brian Tumpowsky
David Schwartz
Eileen Schwartz
*Ira Tumpowsky

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
# THESE WE REMEMBER

**The Ullmann Family**  
Anthony R. Ullmann

**David & Roslyn Vanderbilt**  
Paul Gilbert  
Ina Gilbert

**Barbara & David Vilkomerson**  
*Jess Epstein  
*Marion Epstein  
Benjamin Vilkomerson  
Violet Vilkomerson

**Barry Vogel & Pegi Lindsley**  
Morris Vogel  
Sally Vogel  
Gladys Harry

**Paul & Amy Vogel**  
Harris Cohen  
Marion Cohen  
Vera Sassoon Benezra  
Salim Sassoon  
Nathan Vogel  
Sara Vogel  
Edward Weber  
Mary Weber

**Cantor Jeff Warschauer & Deborah Strauss**  
Dr. Meyer B. Strauss  
Dr. Douglas M. Warschauer  
German Goldenshteyn

**Irv Newman & Myra Weiner**  
Mollie Doctor Lee  
Lawrence Lee  
Susan Lee  
Daniel Newman  
Sarah Newman  
Stanley S. Newman  
William H. Newman  
Iris Newman

**Barry & Ruth Wexler**  
Bernard Wexler  
Alvin Richmond

**Thomas & Stephanie Will**  
J. Louis Zigman  
Rose Zigman  
Max Schneier  
Ruth Schneier  
Helen King  
Harry King

**Danielle Walker**  
*Tim Walker  
Salomon Medina  
Alice Medina

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.*
THESE WE REMEMBER

Bobby Willig & Ginny Mason
Jack Willig
Meg Willig
Ben Mason
Irene Mason
Paula Siegel

Lesley & Ross Wishnick
Bernice Wishnick
Herbert Wishnick
*Gertrude Dubrovsky
Bradford Schofield

Deborah Yaffe
James Yaffe

Maryann Yarin & Family
*Jack D. Yarin
Esther Lucks Yarin
Harry Yarin
Elaine Yarin Cantor
Carol Yarin Belmer
JoAnn Hester Waldmann
Margaret Hester
John F. Hester
John F. T. Hester
Vivian Nehemias
W.R. Nehemias
Mary Kaye

Froma I. Zeitlin
*George Zeitlin
Dora Inselbuch
Samuel Inselbuch
Claire Wienburg Zeitlin

Joshua & Advah Zinder
Samuel B. Zinder

*Indicates person being remembered was a congregant.
Reflections

WHEN GOD CLAIMS GOD’S OWN

Something precious is taken from us, and we think of it as something we have lost, instead of something we have had. We remember only how empty our lives are now, we forget how full and rich they were before; we forget all the many days and years of happiness we lived while our beloved was still with us. We praise God for our treasures while we have them; we cease to praise God for them when they have fled. But God never gives; God only lends. What is life itself but a loan?

When God claims God’s own shall we rebel? Instead of murmuring because God takes our precious things from us, let us be grateful to God for having spared them to us so long. Let us count the past happy days not as loss, but as gain. We have had them; and, now that they are ended, let us turn the loss to glorious gain—the gain that comes with new courage, with nobler tasks, with a wider outlook on life and duty.

Rabbi Morris Joseph
NOTE

The compilation of the list of names in this Yizkor Book of Remembrance is a major task. While we have tried to be precise and have rechecked our work, some errors or omissions may have occurred. If so, we apologize and ask for your understanding. Please give us corrected information as needed.